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Cosmic rays are a large source of background for neutrino oscillation and65

cross-section measurements. Reducing this background is a major challenge66

of all neutrino oscillation experiment, especially those with detectors that67

are places on the earth’s surface. Here we present methods for cosmic back-68

ground rejection in measurements of Charged-Current QuasiElastic (CCQE)69

neutrino interactions using time projection tracking detectors. Using a sam-70

ple of cosmic data collected with the MicroBooNE detector, mixed with sim-71

ulated CCQE neutrino scattering events, a set of event selection criteria is72

developed that produces an event sample with minimal contribution from73

cosmic background enriched with about 75% of CCQE νµ-interactions with74

the price of about 65-70% signal loss. While using a specific data-set from75

the MicroBooNE detector, the concepts presented here are generic and of76

relevant for study of various studies of exclusive CCQE νµ interactions in77

LArTPC detectors.78

I. INTRODUCTION79

Liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPCs)80

serve as both the target and the detection medium for81

several running and planned neutrino oscillation mea-82

surements [1]. The main advantage of LArTPC based83

neutrino experiments is their superb final-state detec-84

tion capabilities, that allows for a low-threshold three-85

dimensional reconstruction of charge particles tracks86

and gamma rays emitted following a neutrino interac-87

tion.88

The improved final-state detection capabilities of89

LArTPCs makes them excellent detectors for next gen-90

eration neutrino-oscillation studies, such as searches91

for sterile neutrinos in short-baseline oscillation mea-92

surements [2], and determination the neutrino mass hi-93

erarchy and CP violating phase of the neutrino mix-94

ing matrix in long-baseline oscillation measurements95

[3]. LArTPCs were also proposed as possible detectors96

for neutrinos from core-collapse supernova [5], cosmic97

background (relic) neutrinos [3], and even specific types98

of dark-matter candidates [6] and more.99

The Fermi National Laboratory (FNAL) program for100

short baseline (SBN) oscillations studies is composed of101

a 3 detector-complex, all based on LArTPCs [2]. Out102

of these three detectors MicroBooNE [4] is the only103

one that is currently operational and has been taking104

data since summer 2015. The SBN program is expected105

to utilize the unique final-state detection capabilities106

of LArTPCs detectors to (A) address recent observa-107

tions of access of low-energy neutrino interactions, that108

could lead to discovery of physics beyond the standard109

model, and (B) study various neutrino-nucleus inter-110

action processes and determine their differential cross-111
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sections, that are needed for future high-precision oscil-112

lation studies such as those planed at the Deep Under-113

ground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) at FNAL.114

Successfully achieving these goals of the SBN and115

DUNEprograms requires a precise understanding of in-116

teraction cross sections of (anti)neutrino with argon nu-117

clei, aswell as detailed knowledge of the final state inter-118

actions (FSI) and other nuclear effects. To this end, the119

MicroBooNEcollaboration and others are preforming120

measurements of neutrino-argon interactions, includ-121

ing charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) interactions, in122

which a lepton and a proton are detected in the final123

state [7]. The study of these events provides a frame-124

work to benchmark our knowledge of one of the sim-125

plest neutrino-nucleus interaction. Comparing data to126

well-established calculated QE electron scattering pro-127

cesses can be used to isolate FSI and nuclear effects, and128

focus on the axial-coupling channel.129

The measurements of neutrino-argon CCQE interac-130

tions in LArTPCs is significantly challenged by back-131

ground from cosmic-rays, especially for detectors that132

are positioned on the surface of the earth. Cosmic-rays133

interactions in LArTPC can mimic CCQE interaction134

topologies and impede the interpretation of the mea-135

surement. This paper addresses the rejection of such136

cosmogenic background on CCQEmeasurements using137

LArTPC. Our study uses amixed sample of cosmic data,138

collected byMicroBooNE, and simulated neutrino inter-139

actions generated using the GENIE event generator [10],140

but the methods being presented are generic and of rel-141

evant for study of various studies using other LArTPC142

detectors and for studies of other exclusive CCQE νµ in-143

teractions such as charged pion production.144

Our working definition of CCQE-like events are as145

events that have a vertex with “nothing” coming in146

and a muon and one proton going out. Cosmogenic147

backgrounds can mimic such events in various ways.148

e.g. a single-track piercing through the detector, be-149

ing misidentified as two tracks with a common vertex150

is due to local non-active regions in the detector; cos-151

mogenic neutron interaction in the detector, that can re-152

sult in the production of multiple charged particles in153

the final state; cosmic muon scattering off an argon nu-154

cleus misidentified as two charged particles with a com-155

mon vertex, and more. In addition, cosmic muons can156

also produce delta-rays that are able to mimic electron-157

neutrino interactions. We will show how these, and158

other, background interactions can be separated from159

actual neutrino-induced CCQE-like events.160

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we161

briefly present the detector and events sample used.162

We then present event selection cuts for cosmic re-163

jection divided into detector-response based cuts (sec-164

tion III) and CCQE kinematical-signature based-cuts165

(section IV). Finally, we discuss the result of applying166

the event-selection cuts on the cosmic data rejection ef-167

ficiency and the signal MC lost (section V).168

II. A CASE STUDYWITH THEMICROBOONE169

DETECTOR170

The MicroBooNE detector is a 170 ton LArTPC, see171

fig. 1. It is located 470 meters away from the production172

target of the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) at FNAL. See173

[4] for more details.174

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the MicroBooNE detector. The
three wire planes, shown in the right front face of the cylinder,
are vertical (collection plane - Y) and at ±600 to the vertical
(induction planes - U and V). The dimensions of the TPC are
256 cm (width) × 233 cm (height) × 1037 cm (length).

The MicroBooNE detector consists of a rectangular175

TPC with dimensions of 256 cm (width) × 233 cm176

(height) × 1037 cm (length). The cylindrical cryostat177

contains a total of 170 tons of LAr, The mass of LAr in178

the active volume, defined as the portion of the argon179

encompassed by the TPC, is 89 tons. The TPC consists180

of three wire planes with 3 mm spacing at angles of 00,181

and±600 with respect to the vertical direction. The cath-182

ode, made of a plane of stainless steel panels, operates183

at -70 kV.184

In a neutrino interaction, a neutrino from the beam185

interacts with an argon nucleus, and the secondary186

charged particles traverse the liquid argonmedium, los-187

ing energy and leaving an ionization trail. The result-188

ing ionization electrons drift to the wire planes under189

an electric field of 273 V/cm. An ionization electron190

takes about 2.3 ms (the drift time window) to travel the191

full drift distance of 256 cm. Charge drifting past a192

wire plane induces a current in the first two (induction)193

planes, and is collected in the farthest from the cathode,194

collection plane. This signal is used to create three dis-195

tinct two-dimensional views (in terms of wire and time)196
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of the event, which is combined to reconstruct a three-197

dimensional image of the interaction.198

The cosmogenic muon rate in MicroBooNE is esti-199

mated to be 5.5 kHz, which corresponds to about 13200

muons per TPC drift time window of 2.3 ms. These cos-201

mic muons are the main source of background to neu-202

trino events. An effective rejection of the cosmic rays tai-203

lored for the neutrino signal studies in the TPC is there-204

fore crucial [8].205

Thirty two photo multipliers tubes (PMTs) are placed206

behind the anode plane to collect the argon scintillation207

light. The scintillation light provides timing informa-208

tionwith few-ns precision, which serves as the TPC start209

time of the electron drift.210

The PMT system in the MicroBooNE experiment pro-211

vides a prompt trigger for events in time coincidence212

with the BNB or NuMI beam gates. This is useful to sig-213

nificantly reduce the number of events to be read out for214

offline analysis. With 2×1012 protons per spill andwith-215

out a PMT trigger, 1 in 500-1000 BNB beam spills read216

out is expected to contain a neutrino. A PMT trigger in-217

creases this ratio to approximately 1 in 10-20, by reject-218

ing empty spill data [9]. With this trigger, a suppression219

of the cosmic background by 1-2 orders of magnitude is220

sufficient for neutrino studies.221

In order to study the cosmogenic background, an ad-222

ditional time window of 2.3 ms is opened for data ac-223

quisition (DAQ) in MicroBooNE, after the closure of the224

beam-triggered time window. This DAQ trigger, being225

external to the beam, is referred to as MicroBooNE ex-226

ternal trigger. In this analysis, we use MicroBooNE cos-227

mic data collected during the external-trigger acquisi-228

tion time windows.229

A. Track reconstruction in MicroBooNE230

MicroBooNE’s Charged particle reconstruction, is231

done using Pandora tracking algorithm package de-232

scribed in Ref. [13]. It consists of three main stages233

of track reconstruction: hit reconstruction, pandoraCos-234

mic, and pandoraNu [13]. The first stage includes recon-235

structing all hits in the TPC wires. In the second stage,236

the pandoraCosmic algorithm attempts to reconstruct237

as many candidate cosmic tracks as possible. The hits238

that are associated with identified cosmic tracks are re-239

moved from the hit collection, and in the third step, pan-240

doraNu algorithm is used for track-reconstruction from241

the remaining set of hits. The pandora algorithms are242

described in detail in [15]. These Pandora reconstruction243

algorithms are commonly used bymultiple LArTPC ex-244

periments.245

B. The sample used for this study246

In order to study the rejection of cosmic background247

we used cosmic induced data collected byMicroBooNE.248

The sample used for this study is these cosmic data249

events, mixed with CCQE MC events simulated by GE-250

NIE [10], using the MicroBooNE simulation [13].251

The sample contained about 106 cosmic data events252

and the same number of MC-simulated events, which253

simulate the collection of ≈ ×1021 POT, the integrated254

amount of data expected to be collected during Micro-255

BooNE data taking period between summer 2016 and256

summer 2019. The event-generation was done using257

the GENIE event generator [10, 18]. The overlay is per-258

formed such that eachMC event is combinedwith a sin-259

gle external-triggered event. In real data, about 99% of260

the triggered events do not include a neutrino interac-261

tion, which means that the true combination should be262

around 1 MC signal/ about 500-1000 Cosmic data back-263

ground. The application of a software-trigger algorithm264

on the recorded events, reduces this ratio to about 1/10-265

20. In the overlay, each event is forced to include a neu-266

trino interaction in the cryostat volume. We show that267

the cosmic suppression methods presented here are ef-268

ficient even with the inclusion of realistic weighting of269

the cosmic BG.270

We define the signal for this study as events with271

a muon and a proton reconstructed in the final state,272

that originate from charged-current ν-Ar scattering. We273

look for events with a single proton having momentum274

greater than 200 MeV/c, and no pions in the final state275

(any additional particles in the final state carry momen-276

tum smaller than 200MeV/c). Wedenote these events as277

CC1p(> 200MeV/c)0π or, in short, CC1p0π. We require278

minimal proton momentum of 200 MeV/c in the truth-279

level, due to the 3 mm TPC wire pitch and the require-280

ments of the reconstruction system for at least three ad-281

jacent hits to reconstruct a particle track, leading to a de-282

tection threshold for protons which is about 200MeV/c.283

Note that our signal definition requires a CC interac-284

tion, no pions or photons outside of the nucleus, and any285

number of neutrons in the final state, or protons with286

momentum smaller than 200 MeV/c. Given the experi-287

mental limitations this definition is a practical goodway288

to select candidates for genuine CCQE events, which are289

commonly referred to as “CCQE-like” events.290

Note that in our simulation, all possible neutrino in-291

teractions are produced according to their relative prob-292

abilities, however in this paper we focus on show the293

signal efficiency for a specific channel (CCQE) as an ex-294

ample for cosmic rejection in exclusive studies.295
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III. EVENT-SELECTION BASED ON DETECTOR296

RESPONSE297

The response of a LArTPC tomuon-proton track pairs298

originating from a beam-neutrino interaction is differ-299

ent than the response to pairs of cosmogenic tracks.300

This detector-response difference is attributed to sev-301

eral characteristics that differ between a muon and302

a proton with a typical momenta of a few hundred303

MeV/c traveling horizontally, and typical cosmogenic304

high-momentum muons propagating vertically. Conse-305

quently, we use observables which are related to the de-306

tector response to µp pairs to reject cosmic contribution,307

including fiducial cuts, energy deposition profile of the308

tracks, length of the tracks and the activity in the recon-309

structed vertex region. This section describes these cuts310

and their impact on the cosmic data rejection and the311

signal MC loss.312

A. Identifying close tracks pairs313

We consider only tracks which are fully contained in314

the fiducial volume of MicroBooNE, defined as:315

3 < x < 250, −110 < y < 110, 5 < z < 1037 cm. (1)
The exclusive signal of a CCQE-like event that we are316

interested in this analysis is a muon (µ) and a proton (p)317

tracks reconstructedwith a common start point (vertex).318

Consequently, we address the cosmic contamination in319

a sample of all the events with pairs of reconstructed320

tracks at close proximity to each-other, i.e. with a com-321

mon vertex.322

We requested that the reconstructed tracks do not323

start and end at the top and bottom sides of the detector324

fiducial volume as defined in eq. (1).325

To determine the desired proximity between the start326

points of the two tracks, we study the distribution of re-327

constructed distance between the µ and p tracks in all328

simulated CC1p0π events. The resulting distribution is329

shown in fig. 2. Due to the 3 mm spacing between the330

wires, and a threshold requirement of at least 3 adjacent331

hits in order to cluster a track in the reconstruction sys-332

tem, the resolution for a start point of a track is of the333

order 1 cm. Consequently, the vertex resolution for a334

two-tracks cluster is of the order 1-2 cm, which can be335

seen in fig. 2. As most of the simulated events populate336

the region at 1-2 cm, we consider pairs of up to 11 cm337

separation between tracks. Note that this alone does not338

remove any broken cosmic trajectories, since these are339

typically characterized by a small separation between340

the two reconstructed tracks.341

0 3 6 9
reconstructed p distance [cm]

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

co
un

ts

FIG. 2. The reconstructed distance between the start point of
the muon and the proton tracks in simulated CC1p0π events.
The error bars are statistical uncertainties of the MC. The
dashed line marks the cut used to define ’close-tracks’, see text
for details.

B. Reconstruction efficiencies342

Our signal includes only fully contained events. The343

acceptance efficiency for detecting and reconstructing344

CC1p0π events in MicroBooNE is about 10% in the pre-345

selection stage, i.e. before application of event-selection346

cuts.347

The reconstruction efficiency for a cosmic-induced348

pairs, as well as the inefficiency in reconstructing an349

artificial pair of tracks at close proximity, were stud-350

ied using a set of cosmic MC simulated events. In an351

event time window, 0.32 ± 0.02 “fake” pairs of cosmic-352

inducedpandoraNu tracks are reconstructed closer than353

11 cmand contained per event. About 75%of these pairs354

originate from broken trajectories. About 5% of these355

pairs originate from themis-reconstruction of the trajec-356

tories of twodistinctive particleswhich trajectories inter-357

sect in MicroBooNE TPC, one fifth of which are muon-358

electron pairs belonging to Michel decay of cosmic rays.359

These “fake” vertices are subsequently reduced by post-360

selection cuts shown in this analysis.361

C. Energy deposition profile of the proton and muon362

candidates363

Traditional particle identification (PID) is based on364

energy deposition profiling. In LArTPC, which enable365

high resolution calorimetry, this is done by clustering366

hits together into tracks, and then fitting the energy367

deposition profile dE/dx as a function of the residual368

range R, i.e. the distance at each trajectory point from369

the end of the track.370
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InMicroBooNE, such commonmeasure for PID is ob-371

tained by assuming the particle is a proton, and compar-372

ing the energy deposition profile of the reconstructed373

track to the Bethe-Bloch expectation from a proton in374

LAr using a χ2 test. This observable is labeled in short375

as χ2
p−hypothesis. For a pair of two tracks reconstructed376

at close proximity, we assume they are CCQE events377

and label the proton (muon) candidate as the track with378

the smaller (larger) χ2
p−hypothesis. Fig. 3 shows the dis-379

tributions of the χ2
p−hypothesisof the proton candidate vs.380

the muon candidate from the mixed cosmic data / MC381

simulation sample discussed above. As can be seen,382

events of true muon-proton pairs (blue), populate the383

expected region. Using the cut shown in fig. 3 ( 80 <384

(χ2
p−hypothesis)

µ−candidate, (χ2
p−hypothesis)

p−candidate < 30),385

we are able to suppress a large fraction of the cosmic386

background, loosing only a small fraction of the CC1p0π387

events.388

The reason for the effectiveness of the cut on the389

proton-candidate in cosmic-rejection, is that a signifi-390

cant fraction of the cosmic background is composed of391

broken muon tracks, in which the proton candidate is392

a muon and thus featured by a MIP-like energy loss393

profile. The successful impact of the cut on the muon-394

candidate in cosmic-rejection, however, is due to the fact395

that a non-negligible fraction of the background con-396

sists of soft electromagnetic debris, such as delta-rays397

and shower fragments, characterized by very poor ion-398

ization. These populate the left-bottom corner of the399

cosmic-background panel in fig. 3.400

We present the efficiency and purity of this cut with401

the other cuts in section V below.402

D. Optical filtering (PMTs signals)403

The reading of the 32 PMTs spread along the ŷ − ẑ404

plane can be used for cosmic rejection. Cosmic-induced405

tracks typically deposit less scintillation photons then 1406

GeV neutrino-beam induced tracks. Moreover, there is a407

large spread of flash-position in the detector introduced408

by the cosmic tracks, as compared to localized flashes in409

the vicinity of the neutrino-vertex position.410

Consequently, collections of reconstructed neutrino411

induced vertex candidates, can be tested and discrim-412

inated form cosmic background fake vertexes by study413

their distance from the nearest observed flash and the414

number of photoelectrons (PE) detected in that PM.415

In order to use the information from the PMTs as416

a tool for cosmic rejection, each candidate CCQE ver-417

tex was associated with a PMT flash, as described be-418

low. Following [11], the pair of reconstructed pando-419

raNu tracks, assumed to emerge from the vertex, were420
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FIG. 3. Top: The distribution of χ2
p−hypothesisfor two iden-

tified tracks in a close-proximity pair, for CC1p0π and cos-
mic pairs. The pairs in the cosmic data are shown on the
left panel, and these from the CC1p0π MC on the right
panel. The proton (muon) candidate was labeled as the track
with the smaller (larger) χ2

p−hypothesis. An exclusion cut of
80 < (χ2

p−hypothesis)
µ−candidate, (χ2

p−hypothesis)
p−candidate < 30

to suppress cosmic background contribution is depicted in the
figure. Bottom: The impact of a cut onχ2

p−hypothesis on the num-
ber ofMC signal CCQE-like events lost and the number of cos-
mic background events rejected.

clustered together as a potential source for each of the421

flashes detected in the event. The tracks were divided to422

small segments of 0.5 cm, and the number of expected423

PEs in each PMT was computed based on the solid an-424

gle it coveredw.r.t each track segment. Accumulated for425

all segments, the total number of PE (per each PM) was426

compared to the reconstructed flash in the PM in time427

with the beam spill. Then, the likelihood of the calcu-428

lated and observed PMT PE spectra to match at each429

possible location in the drift directionwas estimated. Fi-430

nally, maximal likelihood was used to determine which431

of the PMmatch each of the candidate vertexes best. We432

choose the matching PM to be that with the largest PE433

yield closest to the reconstructed pair-vertex in the ŷ− ẑ434

plane. Note that due to the spatial distribution of PMTs435

on the MicroBooNE detector anode side the resolution436

in ẑ exceeds that in ŷ direction. Two observables were437

defined based on this PMT reading: (A) the (2D) dis-438

tance of the reconstructed vertex from this PMT in the439

ŷ− ẑ plane (dY Z), and (B) the number of photoelectrons440

(PE) recorded in this flash (NPE).441

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of dY Z vs NPE for the442

mixed cosmic data /MC simulation sample. The events443

shown are with identified vertex after the energy loss444
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cut discussed above. Also shown in the figure is an445

exclusion cut on dY Z < 200 cm and NPE > 150.446

The results of these cuts is a rejection of the cosmic-447

contribution by about a factor of 2, for the price of a sig-448

nal loss of about 7%, see table I.449
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FIG. 4. The distribution of the distance (2D) of the recon-
structed vertex from the associated PMT flash, vs. the number
of photoelectrons (PE) recorded in this flash.

E. Muon and proton track lengths450

The Pandora Software development kit provides451

functionality to aid the process of designing, imple-452

menting and running pattern recognition algorithms453

[15]. It promotes the use of a multi-algorithm approach454

to pattern recognition: individual algorithms each ad-455

dress a specific task in a particular topology, a series456

of many tens of algorithms then carefully builds-up a457

picture of the event. The input to the Pandora pattern458

recognition is a list of 2D hits. The output from the chain459

of over 70 algorithms is a hierarchy of reconstructed 3D460

particle tracks with several estimated PID features [15].461

We use the pandora reconstructed length of the track462

for the emerged particles. Note that pandora recon-463

structs segmented lengths, i.e. not necessarily straight464

lines. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of the segmented465

length of the proton candidate (lp) vs. the muon can-466

didate (lµ), after application of the cuts on dE/dx and467

χ2
p−hypothesis described above. We expect that the muon468

tracks will be longer than the proton tracks, and, this469

is indeed the case in about 78% of the events when we470

identify the proton as the trackwith smallerχ2
p−hypothesis.471

Consequently, one can apply a cut on lµ−candidate >472

lp−candidate.473

The combination of track-length and ionization is a474

powerful tool for PID. As described above, we select475

the proton and muon candidates based on their ioniza-476

tion in the LAr, and then impose the lµ > lp cut. The477

price of requiring this combination is a signal loss of478

about 22%, however the gain is a correct identification479

of the muon and the proton in about 98% of the remain-480

ing cases. The cosmic background distributes symmet-481

rically around lµ = lp, since in most of the cases the pro-482

ton candidate in the cosmic background is not a proton,483

but rather another cosmic muon (or the continuation of484

the same broken trajectory). We leverage this fact and485

use it as another tool to reject cosmic background.486

Using this cut on the reconstructed length of the µ487

and p candidates, as shown in fig. 5, we are able to sup-488

press contributions frombroken cosmogenic tracks (due489

to dead wires), as well as correlated noise clustered to490

tracks, and long cosmic trajectories. The aggregated im-491

pact of this cut on the number of MC signal CCQE-like492

events lost and the number of cosmic background events493

rejected is shown in table I and discussed in section V494

below.495
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FIG. 5. The distributions of the segmented length of the track
labeled as the proton candidate, lp vs. the track labeled as the
muon candidate, lµ, after the application of the cuts on dE/dx
and χ2

p−hypothesis as described above.

F. Removing collinear tracks496

Some of the of 2-tracks events induced by cosmic rays497

originate from a broken track, i.e. discontinuity of a sin-498

gle trajectory due to bad local reconstruction, usually499

around deadwires. Such events can be characterized by500

an angle of 00 or 1800 between the two tracks. The 3D501

angle between the tracks (θ1,2) is potentially valuable to502

discriminate this background caused by broken cosmic503

tracks. Fig. 6 shows the individual distributions of the504

different samples before and after the application of the505

dE/dx, PMTs and track-length cuts, and the impact of506

a cut on this angle on the samples sizes. We choose a507

cut of |θ1,2 − 900| ≤ 550, as depicted in the figures. See508

section V and table I for efficiency and purity.509

G. Removing events with large energy deposit in the510

vertex not associated with the reconstructed tracks511

Events in which multiple particles were produced,512

out of which only 1 muon and 1 proton tracks were re-513

constructed, can be identified by a large charge deposi-514

tion in the vertex regionwhich is not associatedwith the515
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FIG. 6. The distribution of θ1,2, for cosmic background data
(Top) and CC1p0πMC signal (Middle). A cut of |θ1,2−900| ≤
550 to suppress background contribution is depicted in the fig-
ure. Bottom: The impact of a cut on θ12 on the number of MC
signal CCQE-like events lost and the number of cosmic back-
ground events rejected.

reconstructed muon and proton tracks. Such events can516

be removed to enhance the µp events contained. This517

issue is complicated when cosmic tracks and electronic518

background are overlaid with the data, since they in-519

troduce additional energy deposition, or random back-520

ground that looks like energy deposition, even in the521

vicinity of genuine µp events.522

The PandoraNu algorithm clusters hits to tracks, and523

by this associated charge deposition in hits with a parti-524

cle trajectory. Using this association, it is also possible to525

look for the fraction of charge deposition that is not as-526

sociated with reconstructed tracks in the vertex region.527

We collected all the hits in each event, retaining only528

thewire number, the TPC signal peak-time, and the total529

charge deposited in each hit.530

For each reconstructed vertex, the position of the ver-531

tex was projected to each of the three wire planes, and532

a sequence of boxes of increasing dimensions were de-533

fined around it (see fig. 7), and the vertex activity as a534

function of the size of the box was studied as follows.535

The ratio of charge deposition associatedwith the tracks536

to the total charge deposition in this boxwas formulated537

as538

R∆Q =
∆Q (tracks)

∆Q (total)
. (2)

Fig. 7 shows a typical simulated CC1p0π event, in539

which R∆Q is close to unity for a box with reasonable540

dimensions. The size of the chosen box should not be541

too big, in order to avoid encapsulating irrelevant noise542

or background. Also shown in the figure are R∆Q for543

boxes in three different dimensions.544

The optimization of box dimensions is aimed to look545

for the largest difference between the distribution of546

CC1p0π events and the other samples. Since the objects547

are 3D in nature, a statistical comparison inmultidimen-548

sional needs to be utilized in order to compare the dis-549

tributions. To this end, the Energy-Test was used [16].550

Using the Energy-Test, we found that the optimal box di-551

mensions, is around 50wires× 100 time-ticks (∼ 15×5.5552

cm2). Notice that the boxes are 2D (wires × time-ticks)553

in each plane, and since there are 3 planes, the R∆Q ob-554

jects are 3D.555

For simplicity, we optimize a 1-parameter cut In the556

(U, V, Y ) space of R∆Q which is defined as a sphere557

around (RU , RV , RY ) = (1, 1, 1), i.e.558 √
(RU − 1)

2
+ (RV − 1)

2
+ (RY − 1)

2 ≤ rR∆Q
. (3)

In order to optimize the cut (rR∆Q
), we defined a figure559

of merit which is equal to the product of the CC1p0π560

purity (p) and efficiency (ε),561

p× ε =

(
N after cuts

CC1p0π

N after cuts
total

)(
N after cuts

CC1p0π

Nbefore cuts
CC1p0π

)
. (4)

The CC1p0π purity before applying a cut on R∆Q is562

39.0% and the efficiency is 66.5%. Fig. 8 shows the fig-563

ure ofmerit defined in eq. (4) for the CC1p0π events, as a564

function of rR∆Q
. As can be seen in the figure, themulti-565

plication of purity and efficiency is maximal for a radius566

of about 0.39 around (RU , RV , RY ) = (1, 1, 1).567

We thus select a cut of rR∆Q
= 0.39 for selection of568

CC1p0π events. The effect of this cut is shown in table I569

and discussed in section V below.570

IV. EVENT-SELECTION BASED ON KINEMATICAL571

SIGNATURE572

For νµn→ µ−p CCQE scattering off a free neutron573

(no Fermi motion and no final state interactions), the574

two-body kinematical signature is distinctive. Using575

this signature enables the rejection of events that are576

clearly not CCQE, such as cosmic background. We in-577

troduce two relevant cuts that are based on this kinemat-578
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ical signature, the first is on the coplanarity between the579

plane span by the neutrino and muon and the one span580

by the neutrino and the proton, and the second based581

on the imbalance of transverse momentum. These cuts582

can be applied independently, or together, for better re-583

jection power.584

A. Coplanarity585

In two body kinematics, the muon and proton tracks586

should reside on the same plane, i.e. the azimuthal an-587

gular difference between the outgoing tracks is expected588

to be 1800, see Fig. 9. In CCQE event the Fermi motion589

of the nucleon and nuclear re-scattering, and the reso-590

lution of the measurement allow small deviation from591

1800. Hence, a cut on a large ∆φ between the tracks en-592

ables to suppress contribution from events with multi-593

nucleon production. To utilize the coplanarity, we use594

the (pandora) reconstructed start and end points of the595

candidate muon and proton tracks, and correct the di-596

rectionality of the tracks to exit from the reconstructed597

vertex. For each of the tracks, we define φ as the az-598

imuthal angle (in the x − y plane), and the difference599

between the two tracks as ∆φ = φp − φµ.600

Fig. 9 shows the difference between the reconstructed601

and generated (truth-level) ∆φ, for simulated CC1p0π602

events, after the application of all the detection cuts dis-603

cussed above. The standard deviations of the distribu-604

tions are depicted in the figures, and serve as a measure605

of the detector resolution for ∆φ.606

The prominence of coplanarity in νµ CCQE-like607

events was introduced experimentally in MINERνA608

analysis [17]. We find that theMicroBooNEdetector res-609

olution is at the level of 7.50 (see Fig. 9), about twice as610

large as theMINERνA reported value of 3.80. Evenwith611

a worse resolution, we can take advantage of the good612

efficiency and tracking capabilities at a LArTPC to uti-613

lize the coplanarity as a tool for selecting νµ CCQE-like614

events in MicroBooNE. Note that this difference in res-615

olutions is mainly attributed to the difference in typical616

event kinematics, that result from the different energy617

ranges of MicroBooNE and MINERνA.618

Fig. 9 shows the distributions of the reconstructed ∆φ619

between the 2-tracks, before and after applying the de-620

tection cuts described in the previous sections. Fig. 9621

also shows the impact of a cut around ∆φ = 1800 on622

the different samples. To enhance contribution from623

CC1p0π and suppress background, we select a cut on624

|∆φ − 1800| ≤ 350. Efficiency and purity obtained by625

this cut are discussed in section V below.626
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FIG. 9. Top: The difference between the reconstructed and
generated (truth-level) ∆φ, for CC1p0π events. The illustra-
tion in the insert shows the definition of the angle.
Middle: The distributions of the reconstructed ∆φ between
the 2-tracks, after the application of the detection cuts.
Bottom: The impact of a symmetric cut around ∆φ = π as a
function of the cut value. The data shown are after the appli-
cation of the detection cuts discussed above.

B. Transverse momentum imbalance627

For νµn→ µ−p QE scattering, the component of the628

reconstructedmomenta transverse to the incoming neu-629

trino,630

pt = (~pµ + ~pp)t, (5)
should be small, andmainly contributed from the Fermi631

motion of the knocked out neutron, final state inter-632

actions of the emerged proton, and momentum recon-633

struction resolution broadening.634

We estimate the momenta of the final state particles635

from the stopping range of the tracks reconstructed by636

pandoraNu in LAr. Fig. 10 shows the reconstructed pt vs.637

the generated (truth-level), for CC1p0π events, after ap-638

plication of all detection cuts and a cut on coplanarity.639

The standard deviations of the 1D distributions are de-640

picted in the figures.641

Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the reconstructed pt,642

before and after applying the detection cuts and a cut on643

coplanarity.644

Fig. 10 also shows the impact of a small pt cut on645

the different samples. To enhance contribution from646

CC1p0π and suppress background, we select a cut on647

pt ≤ 0.35 GeV/c.648
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FIG. 10. Top: The difference between the reconstructed and
generated (truth-level) pt, for MC CC1p0π signal events,
Middle: The distributions of the reconstructed pt between the
2-tracks, after the application of the detection cuts.
Bottom: The impact of a cut on the maximal reconstructed pt.

V. COSMIC REJECTIONWITH THE ABOVE CRITERIA649

Table I shows the impact of each of the sequentially650

applied cuts. The original number of pairs in the MC-651

signal and DATA-background samples, labeled as “pre-652

selection”, includes all means of cosmic rejection in Mi-653
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croBooNE that are done prior to this analysis, and dis-654

cussed in section VB. Upon application of the detec-655

tion cuts described above we retain about 44.2% of the656

CCQE-like simulated signal, while suppressing 99.6%657

of the cosmic background. Further cuts on the kine-658

matical signature of CCQE interaction, including ∆φ or659

(and) the reconstructed pt, the cosmic background re-660

mained is about 0.2% (0.1%) of the number of comic661

events in the original sample. Note that tightening the662

cuts, or applying a combination of them, can suppress663

the cosmic background even further. However, these664

would make the neutrino data analysis highly sensitive665

to the exact value used in the cuts, which could intro-666

duce non-negligible systematic uncertainties.667

TABLE I. Application of detection and kinematical cuts on
close-proximity tracks, contained in the detector fiducial vol-
ume. The cuts above the double lines are detection cuts (see
section III), and below it are kinematical cuts (see section IV).
Note that the purity given in the table is the relative purity for
the sample under study in this analysis, in which every event
is forced to include a neutrino interaction in the cryostat.

DATA MC

cut cosmic CC1p0π signal purity

preselection 95259(100.0%) 23996(100.0%) 12.9%

dE/dx profile 5001(5.2%) 16481(68.7%) 37.1%

optical filter 1688(1.8%) 13510(56.3%) 41.2%

track lengths 1369(1.4%) 12600(52.5%) 44.8%

collinearity 673(0.7%) 11926(49.7%) 48.7%

vertex activity 346(0.4%) 10616(44.2%) 61.5%

coplanarity 118(0.1%) 8080(33.7%) 75.2%

pt imbalance 185(0.2%) 8646(36.0%) 69.0%

∆φ & pt 79(0.1%) 7304(30.4%) 77.8%

A. Sensitivity to the cut parameters668

In order to study the sensitivity to the cut parameters,669

the cut parameters were sampled randomly 1000 times670

from aGaussian distribution, with the following param-671

eters:672

1. (χ2
p−hypothesis)

µ−candidate ∼ N(µ = 80, σ = 10),673

2. (χ2
p−hypothesis)

p−candidate ∼ N(µ = 30, σ = 5),674

3. Nassociated−flash
PE ∼ N(µ = 150, σ = 15),675

4. dassociated−flashY Z ∼ N(µ = 200 cm, σ = 50 cm),676

5. ∆θ12 ∼ N(µ = 550, σ = 50),677

6. rR∆Q
∼ N(µ = 0.39, σ = 0.05),678

7. δ∆φ ∼ N(µ = 350, σ = 50),679

8. pmaxt ∼ N(µ = 0.35 GeV/c, σ = 0.05 GeV/c),680

and the cosmic background rejection factor and the681

corresponding MC signal-efficiency were computed for682

each randomly sampled parameter. Then, the standard683

deviation (σ) of the resulting distributions served as a684

measure for the sensitivity to the cut parameters values.685

The values of these variations in the cut parameterswere686

chosen at the order of the detector resolution in each of687

the observables, and not smaller than 10% of the nomi-688

nal cut parameter value.689

The resulting sensitivity of the detector-cuts combi-690

nation, is σ = 0.1% for the cosmic rejection factor and691

σ = 4.0% for the MC signal-efficiency. The sensitivity692

of the combination of all cuts, is σ = 0.03% for the cos-693

mic rejection factor and σ = 3.5% for the MC signal-694

efficiency. Note that for a physical study, the sensitivity695

to model uncertainties need to be studied carefully, and696

if a cut is found to be very sensitive to model uncertain-697

ties it should not be used.698

B. Cosmic rejection prior to this analysis699

A significant part of the cosmic rejection in Micro-700

BooNE is performed before the analysis presented in701

this paper, and is attributed by two stages: (a) the Mi-702

croBooNE software trigger, and (b) the cosmic removal703

pass run between PandoraCosmic and PandoraNu.704

The number of neutrino interaction per beam spill in705

MicroBooNE is roughly 1/500-1000 in the entire cryo-706

stat. this means that a triggered event has a probability707

of about 1/500-1000 to be induced by a neutrino inter-708

action. MicroBooNE has introduced a software trigger709

(SwT) to reduce this factor and enrich the events-sample710

with neutrino-induced events. The SwT is formed and711

acted upon inDAQ software, after event building. In the712

software scheme, an algorithm is applied to the PMT713

waveforms to look for flashes of light in-time with a714

beam gate or external window. If the algorithm decides715

that an in-time flash occurs, then the binary event data716

is written to disk; otherwise, the event is dropped [12].717

The SwT rate for beam-induced data inMicroBooNE ex-718

ceeds the recorded rate for cosmic-induced data, i.e. for719

data taken with no beam, with an excess of about 10%.720

Considering that the SwT rate is attributed by beam-721

related activity in the full cryostat, and that the TPC vol-722

ume is about one half of the full cryostat volume, the723
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estimated frequency of neutrino-induced events passed724

the SwT is reduced from 1/500-1000 to about 1/10-20.725

The pandoraCosmic algorithm is used to associate726

as many hits as possible with cosmic-induced tracks.727

These hits are subsequently removed from the set of728

hits used by the pandoraNu algorithm to reconstruct729

tracks that serve as candidates to neutrino-induced tra-730

jectories. The impact of the pandoraCosmic removal731

pass was studied by comparing two cosmic-MC sam-732

ples, with and without the application of the pandora-733

Cosmic removal pass. We found that the application of734

the pandoraCosmic removal pass rejects about 20% of735

cosmic-induced pandoraNu pairs with a separation dis-736

tance smaller or equal to 11 cm.737

MicroBooNE has also installed a cosmic ray tagger738

system which is expected to improve the cosmic back-739

ground rejection prior to the analysis presented in this740

paper, when the data from the cosmic ray tagger will be741

calibrated and integrated into the data and MC streams742

[8].743

VI. SUMMARY744

The use of state-of-the-art LArTPC detectors allow745

measuring the final state characteristics of neutrino-746

Ar interactions with unprecedented detail. While the747

use LArTPC detectors in current and future neutrino748

oscillation experiments is expected to improve statis-749

tical and systematical uncertainties to potentially en-750

able new discoveries in electroweak interactions, they751

still suffer from significant cosmogenic backgrounds.752

Rejecting such backgrounds is particularly challenging753

for LArTPC detectors positioned on the earth’s surface,754

such as those to be used in the Fermilab SBND pro-755

gram. Using a mixed sample of cosmic data, collected756

by MicroBooNE, and simulated neutrino interactions757

generated using GENIE, we present, for the first time,758

methods for cosmic background removal in exclusive759

CCQE-like neutrino interactions. The event selection760

cuts remove the cosmic backgrounds based on the de-761

tection observables and the kinematical signatures of762

CCQE-like interactions. The net result is a suppression763

of about three orders of magnitude in the cosmic back-764

ground, with a loss of about 65-70% of the simulated765

signal events. While our study uses the specific cosmic766

data collected by MicroBooNE and specific simulated767

neutrino interactions generated using GENIE, the pre-768

sented methods are generic and can be adapted to vari-769

ous other experiments using LArTPC detectors.770
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